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1. INTRODUCTION 

Overview

This thesis investigates four hypotheses relating 
resource-intelligent construction to site-
specificity and the reuse of derelict spaces. The 
thesis grows out of a rammed earth wall that I 
built at the courtyard of MIT building N51 (at 
275 Massachusetts Avenue) during the summer 
preceding the thesis.  The rammed earth wall 
replaced  an existing broken chain link fence at 
the back of the courtyard, improving an outdoor 
space for use by the School of Architecture 
for arts and fabrication while investigating an 
environmentally sustainable building method.  The 
initial investigation of rammed earth was followed 
by the sequential development of three more 
hypotheses. The four hypotheses are organized here 
as antecedent, thesis, antithesis and synthesis. They 
are in large part an attempt to understand and 
elaborate on issues relating to site-specific building 
practices and reclamation of abandoned spaces 
that were raised by earth wall project. The projects 
investigating the hypotheses are tested in physical 
terms, as opposed to the speculative means of 
exploration often employed in architectural theses.  

This orientation of the thesis means that design is 
sometimes located in the processes by which the 
various investigations are carried out, rather than 
in the formal design of objects themselves. For this 
reason, the text accompanying the projects in these 
pages explains the process by which the objects 
were created. This kind of work, which involves 
budgets and selling a project, might be thought 
of as being the other half of architecture, which is 
rarely addressed in schools of architecture.  It seems 
that schools focus almost exclusively on the design 
of buildings because this is commonly regarded as 
the most interesting work of an architect.  But my 
contention is that  the business end of architecture, 
or how projects are  financed,  is also a potential 
avenue of design and creativity. Moreover, I 
contend that this activity at least as important to 
the survival of the architect professionally as her 
skill as a designer. 

Site

The projects following the rammed earth wall 
generally take place on specific sites along a three 
mile stretch of I93 in Dorchester. I chose these 
sites for several reasons.  The initial objective of 
the thesis was to carry forward the rammed earth 
research through the development of a rammed 
earth sound barrier, and the machinery that its 
construction would require. The Dorchester 
neighborhoods along Interstate 93 are characterized 
by excessive noise generated by the highway. As 
the project progressed, it became increasingly 
evident from meetings and conversations with 
transportation officials that the construction of 
a rammed earth sound barrier in this location  
would be out of the question in the near term. By 
then, however, I had developed an interest in a 
number of marginal spaces in close proximity to 
the highway through site investigations conducted 
in the service of the earlier project. These sites I 
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refer to as “marginal” for several reasons. They 
are marginal spaces by definition, due to their 
location at the edge of the highway.  They are also 
marginal in a conceptual sense, in that their status 
is undesirable relative to other, more coveted real-
estate. The delay encountered in the rammed earth 
sound barrier project presented the opportunity 
to acknowledge the presence of these marginal 
sites as one of the spaces of post-industrial 
production, rather than attempting to cordon 
them off by erecting a barrier. The shift from the 
design of a rammed earth sound barrier to an ad 
hoc occupation of the marginal spaces through the 
testing of site-specific practices along the highway 
represents a desire to engage the sights and sounds 
of the highway, rather than to wall it off.
 The conceptually marginal status of the 
sites investigated is attested to by their derelict 
condition. The sites on which the interventions 
occur were either abandoned, or used informally 
by marginalized segments of the population, such 
as homeless people, whose inhabitation of them 

occurs in an ad hoc manner and is permitted partly 
because the sites are generally seen as worthless. 
The lack of control or administration exercised 
over the sites was another part of the reason that 
I was drawn toward them.  There are few, if any, 
public spaces where one is able to build permitless 
ad-hoc structures investigate bounded building 
operations. The marginal spaces along the highway 
are one notable exception.
  The underlying assumption of the thesis is 
that the production of these marginal spaces along 
the highway is  characteristic of the post-industrial 
period in which we currently live.  Reclaiming, or 
at least bringing about a reevaluation of these sites  
using material found on them could be thought 
of as a  reclamation of a space- resource in much 
the same way that the rammed earth wall at MIT 
re purposed a previously derelict courtyard. It 
is precisely in such cast-off sites, the leftovers 
from infrastructural activities , that we can see 
a reflection of the contemporary view toward 
resources.  My hope is that the development of 
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ad-hoc architectural installations investigating 
resource use in these marginal spaces will function 
in a dual manner: a commentary on our use of 
space as well as the use of other resources in the 
construction processes. 

Four Hypotheses

The four hypotheses investigated are as follows
1:  Antecedent
Hypothesis 
Rammed earth can be used as an energy-efficient 
alternative to concrete in New England.
Investigation 
Conducted material research and constructed a test 
wall at MIT enclosing the courtyard of  building 
N51 during the spring and summer of 2005.
Conclusion
Initial hypothesis is correct, with a caveat: although 
site soils in Southern New England requires the 
addition of a binder because natural clay content 
is insufficient. Augmenting soils with material 
imported to the site will prove important later. 

2: Thesis 
Hypothesis 
Rammed earth must be standardized for 
widespread use.
Investigation
This portion of the thesis involved the development 
of a proposal for 1560’ long rammed earth 
sound barrier along I93 in Dorchester. It 
included conceptual and physical modeling of 
mechanization strategy and form, and meetings 
with civil engineers and other officials of 
Massachusetts Department of Transportation 
(MassHighways) and Federal Highway 
Administration to discuss rammed earth sound 
barriers.  
Conclusion
The initial hypothesis, which claimed that rammed 
earth must be standardized for widespread use, 
was valid, but working toward the standardization 
revealed that time efficiency and resource efficiency 
are often inversely proportional to each other. This 
led to the third hypothesis, which compares these 
two sometimes antithetical forms of efficiency. 
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3:  Antithesis 
Hypothesis 
The most materially-efficient approach is bounded 
by the site.
Investigation
The principal means of investigation for this 
section was the creation of five building blocks 
based exclusively on materials that were found on 
particular sites. These activities introduced the 
“bounded operation” in which the activities and 
materials were wholly circumscribed by a specific 
location, utilizing no off site material processing, 
or introduction of outside materials. The blocks 
created are small in scale, generally measuring 
no larger than two feet by three feet and formally 
simple, due to the constraints of the process. 
Conclusion 
The initial hypothesis was proven true, although 
the limitations of building on a particular site only 
with the material found there limits the expressive 
potential of such activity severely.  Where a 
reevaluation of marginal sites is desired, such a 
reevaluation requires more than the site materials 

alone can offer.This leads to the fourth hypothesis, 
which considers a site as both a source of materials, 
as well as a material in its own right. 

4: Synthesis 
Hypothesis 
Reevaluating marginal sites requires a hybrid 
approach in which the binder is imported.
Investigation
The form that the investigation took was the 
occupation of three marginal sites along Interstate 
93 in Dorchester, close to the original site of the 
rammed earth sound barrier proposed in the 
second section. The occupation was built with 
minimal means, using my car as formwork. 
Conclusion
Hypothesis is true but the site must be considered 
as both a source of material as well as  material in 
its own right
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2. ANTECEDENT

BUILDING A RAMMED EARTH WALL AT MIT

Location: N51 Courtyard 
Dimensions: 70’x6’x1.5’
Materials: Wall: engineered soil mix (Boston blue 
clay, sand, 3⁄4 inch gravel, reinforced concrete 
foundation, weathering steel cap. Gate: salvage 
tropical hardwood, weathering steel, stainless 
steel screws and hinges. Formwork: Dimensional 
lumber, plywood, cardboard tubes, clamps, screws. 
Tools: gasoline mixer, diesel compressor, hydraulic 
loader, pneumatic rammer, hand tools
Distance driven: 2170 miles
Electricity used: 94kWh
CO2 emitted in construction: 5,400lbs

Assumptions 
Rammed earth = .7 MJ/kg
Sitecast Concrete= 1.3MJ/kg
20lbs CO2/ Gallon Diesel Fuel

Introduction

During the spring and summer of 2005 I led a team 
of students and staff to construct a rammed earth 
wall MIT building N51. The wall is located at the 
back of MIT building N51 (275 Massachusetts 
Ave), the present home of the Visual Arts Program 
and undergraduate architecture at MIT, in addition 
to the wood and metal shops of the Department 
of Architecture.  The wall replaced a chain link 
fence in a state of disrepair at the back of the 
courtyard, improving an outdoor space for use by 
the School of Architecture for arts and fabrication. 
The rammed earth wall measures seventy feet 
long, a foot-and-a-half wide, and six feet tall. It 
was constructed in two sections, divided in the 
middle by a twelve-foot wide gate. The objective 
of the research was to prove that existing methods 
of rammed earth elsewhere in the world can be 
adapted to the climate and soils of New England, 
reducing dependence on reinforced concrete, 
which is environmentally harmful. In keeping 
with traditional methods, as well as contemporary 
rammed earth techniques  Europe, no portland 
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cement was used in the rammed earth portions of 
the wall.  

Laboratory Testing

The intent of the laboratory research was to 
identify a local soil that could be used for rammed 
earth in New England. During this phase I 
identified suitable soil types and created rammed 
earth samples to obtain data about compaction 
density, compressive strength, and erosion 
behavior.
 The books describing rammed earth 
construction never mentioned that it can be 
hard to find dirt in a city.  I drove to suburb 
surrounding Boston, stopping whenever I saw a 
hole being dug to ask if I could collect a sample. 
Often, the  contractors in charge of the site would 
not let me take anything away. They were worried 
about liability that would result from someone 
finding out that the soil from an excavation was 
contaminated. It aroused further suspicion if I told 
them that I was from MIT. In the end, it didn’t 

matter so much that people were not willing to 
let the soil go, because nothing collected within a 
fifteen mile radius of Boston had the necessary clay 
content anyway. 
 Numerous sources consulted in the literature 
review suggested that a mineral subsoil consisting 
of thirty percent clay and seventy percent sand, 
gravel and fines was the material best suited 
to rammed earth.  I described this problem to 
Dr. Germaine, who runs the geotechnical lab at 
MIT.  We was decided to create an engineered soil 
consisting of thirty percent Boston Blue Clay mixed 
with commercially available sand and gravel. The 
appeal of the clay is that there is a great deal of it in 
the metropolitan Boston area. The only drawback 
is that it is 30-60 feet below the surface.  However, 
the clay is a dependable byproduct of construction 
in the area, where excavation contractors often 
must contend with its disposal when digging a deep 
foundation for a large building. 
 Once we had agreed on the material to use, 
I had to find a source for it that I could use for 
testing. Finding a source for the clay was even 
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harder than finding ordinary soil in the city. The 
clay is virtually everywhere under Boston at a depth 
of 30 feet, and excavation contractors pay to get rid 
of it.  It seemed like it would be easy enough  to get.  
However, there is no market for it, which makes it 
difficult to buy, and excavation contractors were 
wary of letting any amount off the site for fear that 
it might be tested and found to be contaminated. 
Furthermore, any job that involves excavation over 
20 tons of material must prepare a bill of lading for 
every truckload of soil that leaves the site.  Around 
this time I spoke with pool excavation contractors, 
gas tank removal specialists, Frankie Pile installers,  
auger excavation companies, small time equipment 
operators, road construction specialists, local stone 
quarries and gravel pits, landscapers, trucking 
companies, soil engineers, soil consultants, general 
contractors,  and geotechnical engineers. Eventually 
I found a soil consultant who was willing to work 
with me. I borrowed Ramage’s Land Rover and 
headed down to the site, on Boysleton Street in 
downtown Boston.  I brought a hardhat and a 
plastic crate with me. They lowered the crate  down 

into the pit in the bucket of an backhoe the size of 
a house.  The crate full of clay was so heavy I could 
barely get it into the truck. The clay was plastic, 
greenish like modeling clay, and smelled faintly like 
the sea. 
 I took the crate back to the soil lab.  I started 
out trying to add water to the clay to get it to the 
consistency of pudding to combine it with the 
sand and gravel.. This mixed well with the sand 
but the resulting material as too wet to allow for 
compaction, and it was hard to get the clay to turn 
to pudding right away. It just turned into smooth 
stubborn balls in the mortar mixer. I let it run for 
several hours and came back after lunch to find the 
same thing.  I found an industrial bread mixer in 
the basement of MIT and that worked better than 
other methods.  Around this time I hired Omar 
Rabie to help me with the laboratory research. We 
wore white lab coats to try to convince ourselves to 
be scientific and created a number of different soil 
blends and compacted them at various moisture 
contents, weighing the results before and after 
baking them in an oven to determine the  moisture 
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content resulting in the densest compaction.  We 
took the samples to Stephen Rudolph in the civil 
engineering rock mechanics laboratory for testing.  
About twenty people showed up to see the testing 
occur. 
 The best results were a maximum unconfined 
compression of close to 300 psi, somewhat 
lower than expected, but easily strong enough to 
build walls of up to 10m high or more. Proctor 
compaction tests, which measure the moisture 
content necessary for maximum soil compaction, 
showed that mixing moist clay with dry sand and 
gravel in their natural states produced a soil whose 
moisture content was almost ideal for maximum 
compaction. Three rounds of freezing and thawing 
led to no noticeable degradation of samples, 
although further testing would be required to fully 
evaluate resistance of rammed earth to spalling. 
The results of initial laboratory testing were 
promising enough to warrant the construction of a 
full-scale wall on the campus of MIT. 
 I was making many phone calls trying to find 
around twelve tons of the blue clay that I had 

calculated would be necessary to build the project. 
The engineer through whom I had gotten the 
clay sample previously had left that job and his 
replacement was unwilling to consider donating 
that amount of clay to the project. I was getting 
nervous about the schedule. Just before leaving on 
a trip that I had scheduled to interview rammed 
earth builders in Europe, I cut the chainlink fence 
down separating the courtyard from the alley to 
ensure that a tri-axle truck could back its way in to 
deliver the clay. I had a few prospects that I hoped 
would come through and I did not want them to 
be prevented from delivering the clay because they 
couldn’t get the truck through the gate while I 
was away.  After spray painting the location of the 
excavation for the dig safe inspectors (to make sure 
that there were no cables or electrical lines running 
beneath the proposed foundation) I returned home  
to pack for the trip to Europe.  I was on the plane 
later that afternoon.
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State of the Art: Europe

I traveled to the southwestern United States and 
Europe During the spring and summer of 2005  to 
meet with a number of successful contemporary 
architects specifying the technique, as well as the 
specialized construction firms who carry out the 
work.
 I travelled to Austria,  Switzerland, and England 
and Southern France to interview leading rammed 
earth builders in those countries.   Rowland Keable 
and Martin Rauch, two leading rammed earth 
practitioners in England and Austria respectively, 
both claimed in independent interviews and 
site visits during June 2005 that the addition of 
portland cement was unnecessary in a properly 
detailed rammed earth structure if the natural 
clay content was high enough in the soil used for 
compaction. This claim is especially impressive 
in the case of Rauch, whose projects in high 
alpine regions of Austria and Switzerland must 
withstand annual precipitation exceeding that 
of New England, and more extreme wintertime 
temperatures. Rauch has experimented with 

augmenting natural clay content of the soil with 
other sources of clay to achieve the desired ratio. 
Keable has also experimented with a number of 
different materials, including walls of rammed 
chalk at the Pines Calyx project in Dover, England 
where the chalk occurs naturally at the project site.
 Driving across Switzerland to Austria I stopped 
to see a number of early reinforced concrete 
bridges by Robert Maillart. The structures were 
amazing, but part of what interested me was the 
structural problems a number of them were having 
with spalling, due mostly to the reinforcing steel 
being placed to close to the edge of the concrete. 
Maillart was one of the most brilliant engineers 
of the 20th century, but his bridges were falling 
apart. I think that the problems are testament to the 
challenges of bringing a new material and method 
of working to construction practice. When I saw 
Maillart’s bridges, I thought that it might take some 
time to build with rammed earth without fear of 
failure. It also brings up another point about our 
expectations about the longevity of structures. 
Rammed earth might age rather quickly if it is 
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not properly detailed, but the same might be true 
of concrete and wood as well, thought the effects 
might take somewhat longer to show up.

Historical precedents

On the same trip I traveled to the Rhone Valley in 
southern France, where rammed earth buildings 
have been constructed for three hundred years. 
First-hand observation of the rammed earth 
structures in the Rhone Valley confirmed what I 
had seen at the archeological site in southern Spain: 
buildings constructed of natural soils without the 
addition of portland cement can achieve service 
lives of well over 250 years. Nearly all of the 
traditional earth structures visited in the Rhone 
Valley were built with unadulterated soil taken 
directly from the building site. Many residences and 
agricultural buildings are still in use in this region 
in varying states of repair. Observation shows 
that roof leaks and shear stresses at the corners 
of structural rammed earth buildings account for 
the majority of failures. Regional builders have 

developed methods for coping with degradation of 
rammed earth, although construction and repair of 
rammed earth structures is in danger of becoming 
a lost art in the region. Important work is currently 
carried out in construction and preservation of 
rammed earth structures by CRATerre, a research 
group at the University of Grenoble. The group, 
which the author visited while performing research 
in the region, maintains an archive of rammed 
earth structures and trains students in the theory 
and practice of building in a variety of earthen 
methods. 

State of the Art: America

A few weeks after I returned from the trip to 
Europe I flew to Tucson, Arizona to inteview 
Rick Joy , one of the leading architects specifying 
rammed earth in the Southwest. I interviewed Rick 
Joy and visited projects in the area. The interview 
took place in Joy’s rammed earth office and yielded 
a unique perspective on the dissemination of a 
technique through current practice. Although the 
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price of rammed earth is competitive with CMU 
construction in the Tucson area, Joy maintains 
that cultural issues are as important as the price 
of construction in determining whether rammed 
earth is likely to become more widespread in the 
United States. His projects for high-profile clients 
may increase the desirability of the technique 
among a wider public. Nevertheless, Joy is adamant 
that he is not only a rammed earth architect, 
asserting that he uses it only when it is appropriate 
for a particular project and client.
 On the same trip I also visited Jones Studio in 
Phoenix, AZ, another architecture practice utilizing 
rammed earth. Neil Jones, the principal, expressed 
frustration with local building inspectors, who treat 
rammed earth as an experimental construction 
technique, despite standards governing rammed 
earth construction. The interview took place in 
Jones’s residence, a striking contemporary load-
bearing two-story rammed earth structure which 
utilizes only natural soils from the site. Jones’s 
refusal to add Portland cement to the soil mix put 
the project in opposition to the building codes of 

Arizona, which generally mandate the addition of 
three percent Portland cement to soil mixes used 
for rammed earth.
 A visit a rammed earth project under 
construction by a Tucson-based contractor showed 
that southwestern builders often increase the 
amount of Portland cement to double the amount 
specified to avoid a shortage of cement in the mix, 
which is measured by approximate means in the 
field. Standard practice in the region is to mix 
cement with structural road base used in road 
building, commonly known by the name of “ABC 
(aggregate base course)” with small hydraulic 
loaders (e.g. the skidsteer or “Bobcat”) and 
compact it using pneumatic soil backfill tampers. 
This engineered soil is sometimes mixed with iron 
oxide or other agents to tint the soil to a desired 
color. The resultant strength of the soil mixes 
compacted in this way generally range between 
300-800 psi, and building code requires that soil 
samples generally be tested by a certified engineer 
prior to the beginning of construction. The project 
visited utilized modular formwork manufactured 
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for site-cast concrete, with no modification for use 
with rammed earth. 

Environmental Advantages

The addition of Portland cement appears to be the 
major difference between American and European 
rammed earth practice: American building 
codes generally require the addition of Portland 
cement, while European builders frequently 
leave it out altogether. From an environmental 
standpoint, reducing or eliminating Portland 
cement is advantageous because it lowers the 
energy embodied in the final product. Research 
indicates that the embodied energy of stabilized 
rammed earth construction amounts to .80 MJ/kg, 
as opposed to .94 MJ/kg for concrete block, and 
1.3 MJ/kg for site cast concrete (Chaturvedi and 
Ochsendorf 2004). Using soils directly from the 
site represents an environmental advantage for the 
same reason. Over seven percent of global CO2 
emissions come from the production of cement, 
and concrete represents nearly one half of the 

136 million tons of construction waste generated 
each year in the United States. (United States 
Green Building Council 2005) It was evident that 
a variety of methods of building with rammed 
earth are in place in various regions of the world. 
Some add Portland cement; others omit it entirely. 
Virtually all of those interviewed claimed that 
building with earth is a forgiving process tolerant 
of many different approaches, allowing the use of a 
wide range of soil types and fabrication strategies, 
especially when conservative design guidelines (e.g. 
width to height ratios) are followed. 

Construction of the Full-Scale Prototype

We broke ground on July 15th. I still did not 
have the clay, or even all of the funding in place 
that the wall would required, but if we waited for 
those things before beginning, it would throw 
the whole schedule off, which was tight as it was.  
Furthermore I was worried that if we waited too 
long people might change their minds about 
letting us build the rammed earth wall at the 
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courtyard.  Although 
I had approval from 
various sectors, the 
whole thing seemed 
a bit tenuous. I 
didn’t dare hold a 
single meeting at 
which everyone 
would be present, for 
fear that something 
would come up that 

prevented the project from taking place. 
  I had secured an OK from the Dean of the 
School of Architecture and Planning, who agreed 
that the Dean’s Office would to fund a part of 
the project.  The manager of facilities in  the 
department of Architecture had a background 
was in geology, so he was in favor of the project. I 
had contacted the city of Cambridge planning and 
traffic offices, who came out to look at the site. The 
consensus was that no permits were required if I 
kept the height under six feet.  I had tested the soil 
that I intended to use and it seemed like it would 

work.
 So I hired an excavator named Ed Robichaud, 
who agreed to dig a trench for the foundation with 
a backhoe, four feet deep and seventy feet long. We 
really only needed 12 holes of that depth, but Ed 
was adamant that it would be less work to simply 
dig a trench, place the tubes, and fill it back in. 
Then, after we had cast concrete in the tubes,  he 
would come back to place asphalt around the bases 
of the piers.  The whole thing would cost $2,300. 
It seemed worth it to not have to do all of that 
digging. 
 A number of people showed up for the ground-
breaking. My parents were there, in addition to 
a few students as well as Charlie, who ran the 
metalshop during the school year and was working 
on the project full time with me over the summer. 
As the backhoe bucket bit out its first piece of soil, 
I was elated.  On the second bite, the bucket hit 
something very solid and scraped along it for about 
three feet, making a horrible grinding sound: an 
old concrete foundation long since paved over and 
forgotten. The loser in the deal was Ed’s hired man 

At 11:37 AM 5/24/2005 -0400, you wrote:

> Hi Jim,

> Macomber Builders wants to donate 12 tons of Boston Blue Clay to the rammed earth project at N51. The material

comes about from an excavation about 60 feet deep for a new dormitory at Emerson College at Boyleston and Tremont

Street. I have cleared the delivery of the material, which is about 3/4 of one dump truck, with Chris Dewart at

the woodshop, as well as Nic Rader, who will be working for Larry Sass at the N51 courtyard over the summer. The

plan is to store it in the north-western corner of the courtyard.

> Macomber wants to make sure that MIT facilities is ok with the plan to drop off the material in the next week or so

for liability reasons. The trucking company doing the haulking will be AA Will out of Stoughton MA.

> Do you forsee any problem with the delivery of the material? Would you mind if I pass along your contact info to

Macomber so they can get in touch with you?

> Anxious to take care of this in the next day or so if possible, as the excavation will not last much longer.

> Thanks very much,

> Joe
>
5/24/2005 12:02 PM

Hi, Joe, this reuse of local fill sounds like a home run for the project. MIT Grounds disclaims responsibility for the

courtyard so the only person I can think to ask about this is the local maintenance zone coach. I will also cc our

contact in MIT Facilities Design and Construction.

If no one objects, we can give Macomber permission to drop the material off, but no one obviously can give them

permission to do anything negligent during the delivery. They need to rely on their own insurance to cover any

injuries or damage caused by their truck. If they are worried about our coming back at them asking them to remove

the material some day, then you need to assure everyone that the disposition of the material after it is left on MIT

property is 100% assumed by the your project and its budget.

You need to plan for site clean up after the material is incorporated into the wall and to make sure that you have use

for every bit of clay that is delivered. No one at MIT wants to get a phone call telling them that we have a useless

gigantic wet lump of clay that we need to get rid of somehow. You do have tarps to cover the clay before use, don’t

you?
Good luck,

jim
________________________________________

Jim Harrington, AIA

Facilities Manager

M.I.T. School of Architecture & Planning

77 Massachusetts Avenue Room 3-311

Cambridge, MA 02139 USA

617.258.6061 voice

617.236.9111 pager

617.253.9407 fax

> -----Original Message-----

> From: Joe Dahmen [mailto:jdahmen@MIT.EDU]

> Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2005 12:20 PM

> To: Jim Harrington

> Cc: rhaskell@PLANT.MIT.EDU; tharp@PLANT.MIT.EDU
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Doug, who was tasked with breaking out enough of 
the old foundation with an electric jackhammer to 
make room for the post that we had to set atop it. 
So Doug spent four hours in a hole in the ground, 
breaking up what he could with a jackhammer.  By  
the end of the day we had a very large pile of soil 
alongside a trench that was 7 feet deep in several 
places, the result of Ed looking for a change in color 
in the soil to indicate stable clay. Everything above 
that was filled land: we were building on what at 
one time was a tidal swamp of the Charles River. 

Foundation

The rammed earth wall is supported on a pier 
and beam foundation of reinforced concrete. This 
method differs from the typical spread footing 
characteristic of most rammed earth construction, 
which results in the use of a considerable amount 
of concrete and steel below grade given the 
thickness of rammed earth wall sections. In 
contrast to the continuous footing, we designed 
twelve-inch diameter posts of reinforced concrete 

approximately six feet apart directly under the 
wall. The posts have flared bottoms to distribute 
the weight of the wall and rest on undisturbed soil 
below the frost line. These posts are connected 
with a 9-inch thick continuous beam of reinforced 
concrete, the bottom of which is elevated several 
inches above the grade, to eliminate the danger 
of heaving due to frost. This approach saved over 
eighty percent of the concrete that would be used in 
a conventional spread footing. The layers of earth 
would then be rammed on top of the continuous 
beam.   We cut and bent the rebar ourselves in the 
metalshop, finishing the last pieces as the readymix 
truck pulled up to place the concrete in the tubes.  
After the tubes were cast we built formwork for the 
pile cap in the metalshop, and carted in out in four 
long sections.  Into this we tied another round of 
rebar, and then the readymix truck came back and 
poured the connecting beam formwork full. The 
foundation, from start to finish, had taken three of 
us one week. 
 Just as we finished the concrete grade beam, 
I convinced an excavation contractor to donate 
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twelve tons of clay for the project free of charge 
from the construction site of a new building at 
Harvard University.  I found a dump truck driver 
from Roxbury, Al Courtney, who was willing to 
bring the twelve tons of clay from Harvard to MIT 
for $200. We met on Oxford Street at the building 
site just outside of Harvard Square at 7:30 am on 
Thursday morning in July.  By 7:45 the truck was in 
position under the clamshell bucket. The engineer 
in an orange vest in  charge of the loading turned 
to me and shouted over the roar of the crane “one 
scoop or two?” All of the volume calculations that 
I had done over the preceding weeks came down 
to this. I looked at the clamshell bucket and said 
“two”, figuring that it was better to wind up with 
some extra clay than to come up short.  So much 
for detailed calculations. At 8:15 Al had dumped 
the clay in the courtyard at N51, which shook the 
ground when it hit the pavement. 

Formwork

Following completion of the foundation beam, 
we constructed formwork from plywood and 

dimensional lumber, connecting it to the concrete 
beam below. The formwork was further reinforced 
using pipe clamps and horizontal walers to contain 
the outward forces of compaction. This method 
is in keeping with widely-available literature on 
rammed earth construction and approximates 
the form-ties used in site-cast concrete. For 
larger projects, the use of modular formwork 
manufactured for use in site-cast concrete would 
represent considerable savings in time and material, 
but for a modest-sized project building it from 
lumber was the most sensible approach. As the 
wall was built in two sections, separated by a gate 
at the center, we formed one side first and reused 
the formwork on the second side after the first 
was rammed. This approach allowed us to apply 
lessons learned in the first side to the second, 
and resulted in some material savings. However, 
using new lumber for the formwork was one of 
the least satisfying aspects of the project. It was 
like we were building two walls, and throwing one 
away at the end of the project. I justified the use 
of the lumber for the formwork at the time by the 
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fact that perhaps the test wall would lead to a lot 
more people using rammed earth, and therefor 
less concrete, which was a trade off that I deemed 
worthwhile. I did not want to use slip forms to 
make the wall, because I did not trust myself to 
make a perfect wall that way, and it seemed to 
me then as now that if the wall were not perfectly 
plumb and straight, observers would think that 
this was a characteristic of rammed earth, rather 
than an error by the builder. This is true, but it 
seems like these compromises of materials in 
exchange for expediency are just the sort of thing 
that lead builders to justify the use crappy materials 
in place of more environmentally responsible 
approaches, especially when the latter are more 
time consuming. 

Mixing

Mixing the clay, delivered to the site in a plastic 
state, with sand and aggregates to final consistency 
proved to be the most challenging aspect of 
building the wall. During the laboratory phase we 

managed the soil creation with an industrial bread 
mixer, which was very effective for small quantities 
but not appropriate to full-scale fabrication. Our 
solution involved modifications to the revolving 
paddles of a gasoline powered plaster mixer. This 
produced a machine capable of mixing reasonably-
sized batches of the engineered soil, which were 
then deposited in formwork and compacted. 
A variety of mixtures were incorporated in the 
wall for research purposes, each marked by an 
embedded steel plaque identifying it. The mixing 
method limited the size of aggregate used in 
construction; crushed stone larger than three-
quarters of an inch caused problems for the 
machine. 

Compaction

In order to gain an understanding of the factors 
influencing proper compaction, we placed and 
compacted the first side of the wall by hand. This 
approach permitted comparison of the efficiencies 
of hand- versus-mechanical placement and 
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compaction. The first half of the wall was thus 
placed with five-gallon-buckets in an assembly-line 
fashion, and compacted with hand tampers, a tool 
made from a steel plate mounted at the end of a 
wooden handle. The soil is placed in the formwork 
in layers eight inches deep, which are compacted 
to approximately five inches. This phase of the 
project taught us a great deal about managing 
material flow, the feeling of solid compaction, 
and the value of perseverance. In order to get the 
first side finished on time, we had several rammed 
earth parties, in which we were able to get a great 
deal compacted in exchange for barbecue and 
beer.  Charlie ran the barbecue and I supervised the 
ramming. Most people seemed happy to get out 
of their offices and laboratories for an afternoon 
and participate in physical labor,. The beer part 
was a little tricky to pull off, as there are many 
regulations governing consumption of alcohol on 
the MIT campus, but I got the beer anyway. All that 
compacting makes people thirsty. 
 After the first half of the wall was complete we 
removed the formwork. This was a great relief, as 

we had been compacting for around a week and a 
half and had not en what the finish would be, apart 
from the section blocks at the end of each section. 
When we pulled the first section nobody on the 
crew could stop touching the wall. The surface was 
beautiful! It was far smoother than I had hoped. 
Even the holes where the clamps had gone through 
were perfectly formed. We removed the rest of the 
formwork and took the rest of the afternoon off. 
  We compacted the second half of the wall using 
a pneumatic backfill tamper that I had ordered 
through the internet. In addition, we placed the 
soil with a hydraulic skidsteer loader, which we 
rented for a week along with a large, tow-behind air 
compressor to run the backfill tamper. 
 The man delivering the equipment showed up 
around 10 in the morning and  asked if I would 
like him to drive the machine off the truck. I agreed 
that would be best. I had ordered the equipment 
over the phone and was a little taken aback by the 
size of it. I had never driven a loader before. The 
man climbed in through the front and pulled down 
a glass hatch. The machine was brand new and it 
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looked very futuristic. He started the engine and 
backed it down the ramp at the back of the flatbed 
trailer. Then he shut it off and climbed out through 
the front of the thing,  the same way that he had 
gotten in. Luckily, he asked if I was familiar with 
the particular model, so I said no. Could he show 
me where the key was? He ran me through the basic 
procedures for the Bobcat as well as the diesel air 
compressor, then got in his truck and drove away.  
After half an hour I managed to get the loader 
started, and turned a few circles around the site. It 
seemed like it would be pretty easy to accidently 
knock over a large section of the wall that we had 
just built.  Shuji, who had agreed to stay on for the 
second half of the construction only if I would let 
him drive the loader, wanted nothing to do with 
it when he saw the size of the thing. Eventually, 
though, he became very good at driving it around. 
We practiced by removing one of the galvanized 
steel post tops that we had cut off an inch above 
the pavement of steel. It was nerve wracking to 
drive the machine around on such a constricted 
site.  On the other hand, one bucket at the front of 

the loader was worth almost 100 of the five gallon 
buckets that we had been using to move the soil 
before. 
 The second half went considerably faster, 
construction taking approximately one quarter of 
the time of the first half. Some of this gain in time 
can be attributed to our increase in understanding 
of the task at hand, but the use of a hydraulic 
loader to place the soil and a pneumatic backfill 
tamper to compact undoubtedly resulted in 
considerable savings in labor.  Some of this savings 
must be applied toward the environmental and 
economic cost of running and maintaining the 
various machines, but it would seem that this 
approach would make the most sense in a region 
such as New England, where labor cost is high 
relative to other regions of the United States. 
Indeed, every contemporary rammed earth project 
site visited during the first stage of the research 
utilized mechanical methods of placement and 
compaction. 
 When we were finished compacting the second 
half of the wall, I called the equipment yard that 
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had rented us the loader, mixer, and compressor.  
I had Charlie and Adam take apart the mixer and 
clean it thoroughly.  Over the course of the month 
that we had it, we had sheared off the mixing 
paddles twice. Luckily, Charlie was a welder, so 
when this happened he would clean the machine 
and weld them back in place. The rubber wipers 
that made contact between the paddles and the 
drum were entirely worn away, so we bought a new 
set and installed them. Then I borrowed Ramage’s 
truck again, which luckily had a pintle hitch, and  
hitched the mixer to the back and returned it 
myself to avoid paying an additional $100 fee for 
pickup. 
 When I returned the machines to the rental 
yard I had to call the Building Technology group 
at MIT to get them to authorize payment for 
the equipment. The rental was well over $1,000 
dollars, which required the approval of the MIT 
procurement office. The administrator in BT 
handling the case called me back to say that 
procurement was unwilling to let me rent the 
equipment that I was asking for. At this point 

I asked for the number of the official in the 
Procurement office so I could speak to him directly, 
sensing some confusion. Sitting in the cab of 
Ramage’s truck in the parking lot United Rentals, 
I listened patiently to him for twenty minutes as 
he explained all of the reasons that I would not be 
able to rent the equipment. Most of the reasons 
centered around the liability that MIT would incur 
should anything go wrong while using it on MIT 
property, which seemed reasonable enough. As he 
was talking, my mind drifted.  Somewhere I must 
have sensed that it could not be entirely within 
MIT policy to be using the equipment at N51.  But 
why didn’t the official from Environmental Health 
and Safety who stopped by regularly to say hello 
and check on our progress say anything? For that 
matter, it must have been against MIT policy to 
allow Ed Robichaud, an independent contractor, 
to dig up the yard for the foundation with his 
backhoe. After 20 minutes or so, the official from 
procurement had talked himself out. I played back  
to him as best I could remember what he had said 
about why it was that I would not be allowed to 
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rent the equipment. He agreed that I understood it 
all correctly. I said that all sounded very reasonable. 
He agreed, and mentioned that he was sorry but 
that it was MIT policy and he was in no position 
to change it.  Then, as gently as I could, I let him 
know that I was not at the yard trying to rent the 
equipment, but was trying to return it. There was 
a long silence at the other end of the line. I waited.  
He authorized payment, but he made me agree that 
I would never do that sort of thing again. 

Steel Cap

When compaction of the earth was complete, 
we removed the forms and built a temporary 
cap out of plywoood from the formwork, then 
tarped the whole thing while we waited for the 
money to come through for the steel cap. After 
the debacle with procurement, I was determined 
to arrange the rest of the payments  according 
to official procedure. When we had a steel order 
form filled out I took it down to the Building 
Technology office. Because it was over $1000 of 
metal, according to MIT policy the administrator 
had to check to see whether core ten was listed as a 
precious metal. Core ten was not listed as a precious 
metal, but it was not on the list of non-precious 
metals either, so we had to wait while another 
administrator verified that it was an acceptable use 
of a departmental credit card. In addition, we had 
to set up a purchase order, which the steel company 
resisted because as the order was hardly large 
enough to be worth the trouble. Approximately 
a month later the various administrator were 
satisfied, and the steel was shipped.  The cap was 
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fabricated of core ten steel by Matt Stone, a welder 
who had gone through art school with Charlie.

In the mean time, fall classes had begun again. 
Between  classes I dealt with various unresolved 
issues at the site. Every time it rained I had trouble 
sleeping, wondering whether the tarps had been 
blown off the wall.  In fact, after the tarps had 
been on for a month, they started to rot from the 
ultraviolet radiation, and develop holes at the 
corners. In addition to worrying about the state of 
the tarps,  Ed had to replace some faulty asphalt 

that he had laid on uncompacted soil, which sank 
after the first few rainstorms. I had to be around 
to supervise that.  I was still trying to raise the 
money necessary to finish the wall. I contacted 
facilities to see whether I could get them to pay for 
the steel cap.  I was getting tired of the hoops that 
I had to jump through every time I needed to get a 
construction expense reimbursed.
 When I contacted the head of Facilities, he 
sent me back an email mentioning that they had 
never heard of the rammed earth wall, and that 
any construction on he MIT campus had to be 
cleared with them first. Could I please come into 
their office and explain what the project that I was 
proposing?  The following week I sent Facilities a 
document with a full explanation of the project: 
plans, sections, maintenance requirements, the 
works, then scheduled a meeting the highest 
administrator that I could get to. After the meeting 
I emailed the head of Facilities again, and told him 
that I was sorry for the misunderstanding, and that 
I needed a forklift to install the steel cap on the 
wall. He emailed me back twenty minutes later with 
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the phone number of the guy that would make 
the arrangements for a forklift and two operators 
whenever I was ready for them.
  We installed the continuous cap of weathering 
steel in sections using the forklift a week later. I 
had to skip class in the midst of the installation, 
but otherwise everything went well. The operators 
were very professional and skilled at driving 
the forklift. The cap rests on the top of the wall, 
overhanging several inches on each side to keep 
direct precipitation from the wall. The presence 
of an impervious cap overhanging both sides 
of a rammed earth wall should be considered 
mandatory for all applications in New England.  It 
is as important to keep rammed earth dry from 
above as protecting it from rising damp below.  
Matt and I stayed on the site well past dark, 
grinding the last of the welds by the light of a 
halogen light set up in the alley. 

Summary

Building the rammed earth wall at MIT has 
demonstrated that the method can be done in 
New England. The principal question remaining 
to be answered is what soil to use in construction. 
The technique of soil processing employed in the 
construction of the demonstration wall is located 
between two existing methods observed in the first 
stage of research. The first method, a traditional 
approach, utilizes soil as it occurs naturally on or 
near the building site. This method is the most 
advantageous environmentally, but can require 
testing for each particular project as soils vary 
widely and sometimes unpredictably. In the second 
method, most often followed by rammed earth 
builders in the Southwest United States, builders 
mix engineered road building soils with a small 
amount of portland cement. While this approach 
offers predictable performance, it requires the use 
of cement, whose environmental costs have been 
outlined above, and often employs soils transported 
far from their initial location, raising the 
environmental cost. While both of these methods 
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have been employed successfully in a range of 
projects, either might be considered a compromise.
 The use of marine clay, a consistent material 
source abundant in the region, mixed with 
commercially-available, locally produced aggregates 
represents a third course, positioned between the 
two outlined above. This third method can be 
standardized without the addition of Portland 
cement due to the consistency of the clay. The 
method contains great promise because it offers 
predictable performance without the use of 
environmentally damaging materials. Nevertheless, 
a continuous-feed soil mixing and placement 
machine must be developed before building with 
engineered soil blends containing blue clay is 
practically and economically feasible.

These thoughts about the design and fabrication 
of a combination soil mixing and placing 
apparatus  form the next hypothesis investigated 
in the thesis. In addition, I will look at the 
possibility of deploying  rammed earth in a large 
scale, infrastructural capacity, to maximize the 

environmental advantages over the building 
techniques it supplants. Specifically, I will propose a 
rammed earth sound barrier for use along a stretch 
of limited access highway in Dorchester. 
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